2001 lincoln navigator transmission problems

One problem related to automatic transmission torque converter has been reported for the
Lincoln Navigator. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of the Lincoln Navigator based on all problems reported for the
Navigator. While driving, the consumer noticed a bad jerk in the transmission, whenever the
gear was switch from drive to reverse or vise versa. The vehicle was taken to dealer where the
consumer requested the transmission be looked at, however the vehicle was not taken for a test
drive and only the outside of the vehicle was looked at. The vehicle was returned to the
consumer. While driving, the vehicle locked up and came to a complete stop. The vehicle was
taken to a transmission shop and it was explained that the way the clutch was designed it did
not allow the proper amount of lubricant to reach the clutch which then caused the clutch to
seize up. The dealer replaced the torque converter. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission
Torque Converter problem 1. Other Power Train related problems of the Lincoln Navigator.
Automatic Transmission problems 2. Automatic Transmission problems. Driveshaft problems.
Power Train problems. Transmission Failure problems. I have now owned this vehicle 7 yrs. It
has been one of the most reliable vehicles I have ever owned. The only problems that I have had
was with the air conditioner which died after about 4yrs. I had it repaired and I have never
looked back. I have 2 kids and we have spent lots of time in this SUV. It has a DVD player and an
awesome stereo. We have taken many trips in it on vacation and it is very comfortable. We often
eat out at fast food joints and we can park and eat our food in the comfort of our navigator just
like home. We have many memories in our "Gator" that we will cherish for years. If and when it
dies I will probably buy another. This is a great suv especially if theres kids involved. Love the
space and the tv console to keep them quiet or to play the ps I've had no problems as of yet..
April atlanta,ga. Love the heavy ride, stability and ability to see the road. Towing mirrors
eliminate blind spots. Mileage is better than my last "car". I get 20 mph or so on the open
highway. True comfort. I actually thought this was one of the best cars I ever had and never
even bothered to check reviews until I started experiencing problems at 75K mi. Sorry, but a
drive train should not fail at 75K. Everything imagineable went wrong. Found out I had a
defective transmission - sorry warranty up, car would not start then all of a sudden would be
OK. Couldn't find a problem until the fuel pump went out solid - after the warranty was up. The
car always pulled to the right - could never find anything wrong - got worse as the car aged. It
seems as though literally everything started to break just as the warranty was up. I love love
love this truck I have owned it since miles and it wont give up , According to the last driver who
was an elderly person the only problem ever was a suspension fuse for the air system. In the
snow it is awesome, dont even need the 44 since it is awd all time. The ladies love it, and so
does visiting family. I believe I will own this until , miles. I just drove to Vegas from Minnesota
and not a hesitation. Kudos Lincoln on making a sweet ride. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. More about the Navigator. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons fuel efficiency warranty road
noise climate control doors transmission dashboard. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Navigators for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Navigator. Sign Up. Lincoln Navigator owners
have reported 23 problems related to automatic transmission under the power train category.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Lincoln Navigator based on all problems reported for the Navigator. My
vehicle is a Lincoln Navigator. The vehicle came to a stall while driving on the expressway. The
motor was running but the vehicle would not accelerate. This is very frightening as vehicles
following closely are unable to determine when my vehicle is slowing down because the brakes
are not applied. The vehicle slows rapidly and there is no way to drive the vehicle to a safe place
out of traffic. See all problems of the Lincoln Navigator. I have a water leakage and it is affecting
the electronics of the car. When it rains, electrical problem occurs. Sometimes the car will shift
to 4 wheel drive and the heater will go on and off, the radio stop working, electronic door lock
will not open. Acceleration and overdrive goes on. Battery will go dead. The contact owns a
Lincoln Navigator. The contact stated that while driving at approximately 40 mph, the vehicle
suddenly stalled and crashed into the rear of another vehicle. The vehicle was taken to an
authorized dealership for a diagnostic test but the dealer could find no problems. Another
dealer informed the contact that the power steering, transmission and engine needed to be
repaired as the steering also malfunctioned. The failure mileage was approximately 12, The
current mileage was approximately 42, I have a Lincoln Navigator that is exhibiting issues with
the transmission gear shift. There is currently a recall on certain vehicles but Ford is telling me
that my vehicle is not affected. I'm wondering how the same year and model affected in the
recall that is now exhibiting the same issues, is not included in the recall? Our Lincoln
Navigator with 14, miles that we just bought today was parked in our sloping driveway. My
husband and I along with our two kids - 4 yr old son and 22 month old daughter just got into the

truck to go somewhere and I just turned on the car, put my foot on the brake pedal and changed
the gear from park to reverse. And the next thing I know, the truck was rolling down our sloping
driveway and road in reverse and I just didn't know why that was happening because I had my
foot on the brake. I just kept pressing on the brake pedal and nothing was happening. Since it
was downhill, it just kept going really fast and even putting the auto shift back into park didn't
slow it down until it swerved and rammed in reverse into a city fence which is what halted the
vehicle. My entire family is completely shaken by this. We just called the police, called our
insurance, etc. Truck has been removed by cutting the fence, etc and has been towed. Further
internet search has revealed on edmunds Lincoln Navigator brake failure. My entire family could
have been seriously injured in this incident. Driving from home to charleston SC got to last exit
the car shut off restarted and put it back in gear it shut off again. The car stalls repeatedly
whenever the transmission is placed in reverse. Purchased from carmax March 28, mi 60, While
braking normally my engine contined to rev and my vehicle continued to accelerate. I had to
push the brake down as hard as I could to avoid hitting the car in front of me. The dealership
rebuilt the automatic transmission, but this did not repair the problem. The vehicle was taken
back to the dealership and the gear shifter assembly was replaced. Then the automatic
transmission control valve was replaced. The vehicle has not been driven since the last repair
was made. The consumer stated the vehicle stalled between 20 and 40 mph. The door lock
switch was inoperative, the mirrors would not return to their orignal setting. The vehicle was
taken to an independent repair shop that determined the transmission was burning fluid and the
transmission needed to be rebuilt. We have been having brake, transmission and air
suspension problems that have become more frequent. The vehicle has been back to the dealer
more than six times to be repaired, but they have done nothing as they claimed that computer
showed nothing happened or the could not find the cause of the problems. Ford sent a field
representative to inspect the vehicle, but he said the same thing. Was told by a dealer that Ford
did risk studies and weighed the cost of admitting to an issue, and letting a few people get
injured or die over the cost it would pay in the event of a recall. The dealer we purchased our
Lincoln Navigator from has banned me from getting this looked at again at his dealership, and
as mentioned in the Ford database I am flagged wherever I go. Also, they have had an
authorized Ford after market vendor install an illegal device on my vehicle tv viewing by the
driver, at the dealership and as a part of their normal selling practice. The consumer stated
Lincoln Navigator was having problems with the suspension and the gear shift. The vehicle has
been in the repair shop three times. The manufacturer has not been called. The consumer talked
to the dealer, and they could not help him. The first time the electrical work was done, it was
fixed. Afterwards, the vehicle has been in the shop the past wee, and nothing has been fixed. No
date was set when the vehicle will be fixed. The dealership does not know when the parts will
come in. While shifting the transmission would down shift on its own. Driver heard a clanking
sound. Driver took vehicle to the dealer, and mechanic determined that the problem could not
be duplicated. While traveling down highway about mph the veh suddenly started slowing down
and after pulling over would not accelarate. After inspection I learned the transmission went
out. Service engine light was on but problem was not detected with transmission. When the
shifter was engaged into park the vehicle rolled backwards without warning. When driving at
speeds of about 20 mph transmission feels like it stays in high gear while decelerating forcing
engine to stall. Dealer cannot remedy problem. Consumer was traveling about 65mph on
highway and vehicle started rocking from side to side. When applying gears vehicle was
streaking. Dealership was aware of problem. This is a very serious safety problem -danger! I
have no vehicle and Ford motor CO. Refuses to help. What if there had been a child in front of
my car. It starts in reverse and drive. The vehicle was started in drive, accelerated forward and
hit a tree before I could stop it. Please investigate as soon as possible. Someone could have
been seriously hurt or killed. While driving vehicle's transmission "jumps and surges"
erratically without warning. Consumer feels as if vehicle is going to stall. Problem has been
occurring for about 1 year. Dealer has checked several times and unable to determine cause of
problem. While driving there was total brake failure due to a broken brake disc which may have
caused a crash. Also, problem with transmission which caused vehicle to stall unexpectedly.
While driving at highway speeds the transmission on my Navigator went out and caused me to
almost be ki
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lled on the ohio turnpike. This happened 3 times and all the dealer could do was insult me. Car
Problems. Automatic Transmission problem of the Lincoln Navigator 1. Automatic Transmission

problem of the Lincoln Navigator 2. Automatic Transmission problem of the Lincoln Navigator 3.
Automatic Transmission problem of the Lincoln Navigator 4. Automatic Transmission problem
of the Lincoln Navigator 5. Automatic Transmission problem of the Lincoln Navigator 6.
Automatic Transmission problem of the Lincoln Navigator 7. Automatic Transmission problem
of the Lincoln Navigator 8. Automatic Transmission problem of the Lincoln Navigator 9.
Automatic Transmission problem of the Lincoln Navigator Power Train problems. Automatic
Transmission Control Module problems. Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator problems.
Driveshaft problems. Transmission Failure problems. Axle Assembly problems. Transmission
Gear Slipping problems. Power Train Driveline problems. Automatic Transmission Floor Shift
problems.

